Abstract In this paper, we proposed pattern based term extraction model for Japanese applying ACABIT system developed for French. Proposed model evaluates termhood using morphological patterns of basic terms and term variants. After extracting term selections, ACABIT system filters non-terms out from the selections based on simple log likely hood evaluation. This approach would be suitable to Japanese term extraction because most of Japanese terms form compound nouns or simple phrasal patterns. After showing the morphological patterns for terms, we show experimental results. By comparing morphological patterns with foreign languages, we discuss morphological units in Japanese.
Introduction
In this article, we proposea pattern based term extraction model and show experimental results that it produces.
The difficulty of term extraction is how to evaluate "termhood'' for inputted word sequences. Since the role of term is to denote one special concept in some domain, termhood should be evaluated according tothe following two aspects: the first one is the strength of unity for componentwords as a term, and the other one is the domain specialty of the word. Most of the previous (see Kageura et al. (2000) ) approaches take the latter approach and focuse on the development of evaluation methods of domain specialty based on the statistics of words in documents. However, the former evaluation approach, that is, unity as a term is very important because the development of the approach is directly related to the mechanisms of creation of a new concept by composing words.
Recentl,y some term extraction works have focused on the unity of words. Nakagawa (2000) proposed a statistical method to evaluate the unity of words based on the strength of the connection between constituent words for Japanese terms. Jacquemin (1996) Jacquemin's approach to Japanese terms. Extending this approach, Daille (1996) proposed morpho-syntactic pattern based model (implemented in a system called ACABIT) to extract basic terms and term variants for French without basic term list.
In this paper, we propose a pattern based term extraction model for Japanese applying Daille's approach.
It must be suitable to Japanese term extraction because most of Japanese terms form compound nouns then morpho-syntactic variation of pattern would be limited.
The aim of this research is to identify the difference of mechanisms of creating new concepts as terms between French and Japanese by comparing morpho-syntactic patterns.
In the following sections, after presenting an overview of extraction systems and grammatical patterns for Japanese terms, we show some experimental results.
Approach

ACABIT
In the ACABIT system all complex terms are regarded as derivations from basic two word terms, the system tries to extract basic terms and term variants using morpho-syntactic patterns. The grammatical patterns are described based on POSes. The input of ACABIT is a POS-tagged text that is annotated by POS-tagger at the preprocessing stage(see Fig.1 ). From apractical point of view, the morpho-syntactic patterns should thus be ACABIT is basically designed for the extraction of French terms, but it can be applied to other languages by changing the POS-tagger and the morpho-syntactic patterns.
Overview of Japanese ACABIT
We construct a Japanese term extraction model applying ACABIT. As a POS-tagger, we selected ChaSen (Matsumoto et al. (1996) ) that is a morphological analyzer for Japanese. It has about 100,000 word entries in the dictionary and 40 kinds of shallow syntactic tags as
POSes. The morpho-syntactic patterns in Japanese ACABIT system are constructed based on the POS set of ChaSen.
Morphological patterns
In our Japanese term extraction model, we also assume that all complex terms would be derived from basic terms that compose compound nouns or noun phrases. In the following, after we show morphological patterns of basic words for Japanese terms, we show the patterns of complex terms derived from them.
Patterns for basic terms
In Japanese, a morphological head of intra-compounds or phrase is a final word. We design patterns for basic terms enough to be compound noun or noun phrase according to morphological characteristics.
Noun-Noun:
This basic combination of compounds is the most popular one, but there is some specialty of Japanese. In this pattern, "Noun" does not mean only nominal noun, but also deverbal noun and deadjectival noun. Deverbal noun 1 acts basically as noun in sentence as itself but it can be a verb followed by the auxiliary verb suru, that is, it has both the characteristics of a noun and a verb. Similarly, a deadjectival noun acts as a noun is an adjectival noun followed by adeverbal noun.
In the following explanation, noun normally means nominal noun, deverbal noun and adjectival noun. The "suffixstem" that derives stem of adjectival noun does not compose this form. As a whole, this multiword forms the middle between compound noun and phrase.
Prefix-Noun: The Prefix in
AInf-Noun:
AInf means an adjective with inflection except deadjectival noun. 3 An example is as follows. The above is the complete set of patterns for basic terms. From a syntactical view of composition, the patterns from 1 to 4 and 8 form compound nouns, while the patterns from 5 is phrase and 6 and 7 are middle. We have to take care of these type differences because there exist some limitations of composing term variants from these basic terms depending on the differences (see the next section).
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Patterns for complex terms
Complex terms may form a compound noun or a phrase that is derived form basic terms. Because of specialty of Japanese words, composition types of compounds are limited according to the characteristics of word types: the one is "imported word" (IW) that originates in foreign language and the other is "word originating in traditional Japanese" (WJ Theoretically there is no limitation of connection, but practically we set the limitation of maximum length as 9.
Limited patterns of term variants
The basic terms that contain WJ also form compound nouns or phrases, however, variation patterns of the basic terms are limited. This limitation comes from termhood because there is a preference to select compounds or some short phrasal expressions much more than syntactic long phrase so that one term expresses one static concept. In the following, we will show the limited patterns of terms variants for basic terms containing WJ and examples. However we only permit the pattern of "A no (of) B" as variants for complex terms because the meaning of relation no is ambiguous and then we hesitate about using long sequence like "A no B no C" as a term.
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How to apply patterns
We implement Japanese morphological patterns into ACABIT system. The important point how to apply them is order of patterns. We take the strategy to apply them from longer patterns so that system does not decompose long sequence term into short ones.
Experiment and results
We have two types of experiments in order to evaluate performance of Japanese ACABIT system. The fist evaluation is about the coverage of morphological patterns we elaborated. We input technical terms to ACABIT and check the rate of acceptability. The second is to evaluate term extraction performance. Since we do not have the all term set to some domain, we can only evaluate precision of our ACABIT. In order to do this experiment, we use the set of abstracts and author's keys that are distributed by NII for term extraction competition (Kageura 2000).
Coverage experiment
We prepare three kinds of technical terms: 1) technical term dictionary of information processing (ipdic) (Aiiso 1996), 2) term dictionary in computer domain (comdic)
(Nichigai 1998) and 3) author's keywords in artificial intelligent domain (Kageura et al. 2000) .
All terms are analyzed using ChaSen so that all terms are decomposed into basic word with POS. 4 After this process, we evaluate statistical characteristics of terms about: number of one word terms and number of phrasal terms. From Table 1 , the share of one word term is not a little, that is, over than 10 % for every source. In our approach, ACABIT does not extract one word terms because we assume that all terms consist of more than one word. The rates are upper bound of extraction. While phrasal terms are very few for every source, so our morphological patterns would be work well. Table 2 shows the results of coverage performance of Japanese ACABIT. 
Term extraction
Japanese ACABIT is applied to abstract texts in artificial intelligence domain in order to show term extraction performance of ACABIT. Assuming atuthor's key words are correct terms for the texts, we evaluate the performance of ACABIT by comparing extracted terms with author's key. Table 4 shows the results of term extraction comparing with author's key. words. 5 We evaluate precision, correct rate to all author's key and correct rate to upper bound of author's key. 5 This is the rate such as recall but not recall, exactly because we do not know the correct all terms in this domain.
Discussion
From the experimental results of Section 3.1 and 3.2, we found that our morpho-syntactic patterns have good coverage for technical terms. However precision of term extraction is poor because we only apply simple log likely hood evaluation of ACABIT, at the moment. We will be able to improve the precision rates by applying more sophisticated statistical approach to evaluate the unity of intra-term structure as Nakagawa (2000) .
Comparing with foreign language such as English and French, Japanese terms prefer to form compound noun while English and French prefer to form phrase about complex terms. In Japanese term extraction, we have to discriminate terms from general words on compound nouns while in European language on phrasal expressions.
Conclusion
We proposed pattern based term extraction method and show the experimental results. We try to extract terms using termhood, especially, focusing on the unity of intra-term structure by morpho-syntactic patterns. From the experimental results, our constructed patterns work well for coverage of terms but precision is not so grate.
That problem is not the issue of this paper because that is a problem how to evaluate specialty of words in some domain. Comparing morphological patterns in English and French, we clarify the difference of composing level for terms: most of Japanese terms form compound noun while English and French terms form phrasal patterns.
